Depending upon the nonlinear feature between neural units in artificial neural networks (ANN), artificial neural network was used to develop a model for greenhouse inside air temperature management. Data was collected and processed for training and simulation of temperature model. The design of the network structure and transfer function was also discussed. Because heuristic logic of greenhouse environment exists, a simple ANN controller does not perfect complex task, the algorithm of ANN with heuristic logic is developed. Experimental result indicated that the performance of the new control scheme meet the requirement of greenhouse environment control.
INTRODUCTION
The greenhouse environment belongs to the complex system (G. van Straten et al., 2000 ; N. Sigrimis et al.,2000; M.Trigui et al., 2000) , it is difficult to control due to high nonlinear, and uncertain. System configuration is shown in Fig. 1 The main purpose of greenhouse is to improve the environmental conditions in which plants are growth .The aim of greenhouse environmental control is to provide means to further improve these conditions in order to optimize the plant production process .The greenhouse climate is influenced by many factors, for example inside air temperature, the actuators, outside weather and crop. Inside air temperature is the most important factor affecting crop growth in greenhouse climate. Temperature exerted significant effects on photosynthesis. The net photosynthetic rate (Pn ) varied in day time, it was double peak curve ,there was obvious midday depression of photosynthesis, and 21-33℃ was the suitable temperature for photosynthesis in summer. Methods aimed at efficiently controlling the greenhouse temperature must take these influences into account, and that is achieved by the use of models. This model is of capital interests in the study of the dynamics of the greenhouse temperature under different climate conditions, aimed at producing inside temperature regularity which helps to avoid extreme situations (high temperature or low temperature, etc.) and to optimize crop production by achieving adequate temperature integrals while reducing pollution and energy consumption. In this control system for plant growth, the key problems include control system input so called set point and control algorithm. The traditional set point is shown in Fig. 2 . Because set point changes abruptly, that wastes a large of energy sources. So we must seek a method to transform a segment of steps chart into a smooth cure for saving energy.
If we control a variable -temperature, the traditional method is to use a controller (PID) to generate control output u(t). However, the control u(t) relates many actuators, so optimal method is used to decide what actuator to act. Since the traditional method is difficult to control this system, Artificial neural networks and symbolic description methods are introduced.
Artificial neural networks are widely applied in greenhouse environmental control to perform some type of non-linear system mapping. In the fields of identification and modeling of non-linear systems their universal Expert Control Based On Neural Networks For Controlling Greenhouse Environment 3 approximation property is exploited. Previous work on this ANN modeling task relied in an input output model structure selected from (Cunha et al.,1996) in the context of dynamic temperature models identifications. This structure was selected by means of the (Akaike 1974 ) information criterion where several hypothesis were tested and the best one chosen. The application of RBF NN to greenhouse inside air temperature modeling has been investigated (Ferelra, P.M. Ruano, A.E., 2002) . These models always arise like non-stability, non-regularity, which result in the complete loss of energy. This paper uses artificial neural network theory and method to control the range of temperature change and discuss the ANN model with heuristic logic.
ALGORITHM DESIGN OF NEURAL NETWORKS DIRECT SELF-TUNING CONTROL FOR GREENHOUSES WITH HEURISTIC LOGIC
Direct self-tuning control with an artificial neural network is shown in Fig.3 which includes three basic section:
(1) Feedback loop consists of self-tuning controller and controlled plant. It is obvious that the key technique of self-tuning controller is how to design artificial neural networks identification and controller well and give appropriate heuristic logic. 
The control system attempts to make the output 
is nonlinear dynamic the artificial neural networks respectively.
The artificial neural networks identification
For simple problem, one order system is governed by the following equation:
The artificial neural networks identification is shown in Fig. 3 , and the output is as follows:
where V W , are two neural networks weights which are given: substitute (4) into (5 )，then the output of the control system：
By minimizing the quadratic performance criterion, get weights tuning process thought training the artificial neural networks identification
Using Bp learning algorithm (Ferelra et al., 2002; Tetsuo et al., 2000) ) ( (7) into ( 8), we get: (9) and (10)
Control algorithm with heuristic logic
As stated above, given control u involves many actuators operation, so control output u of fist step does not take action on any actuator, control output u must accomplish following mapping to yield real control output for actuator. 
EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS OF CONTROL
In this part, the effectiveness of the proposed control method will be demonstrated by a case study for winter heating system, many actuators are forbidden due to energy conservation, the actuator of heating system operates only. In this case, 
CONCLUSION
The presented the algorithm of ANN with heuristic logic proved to be very effective in meeting formal requirements for greenhouse control such as set point and tracking set point. ANN modeling set point is feasible. The key technique for greenhouse environment control uses ANN and heuristic logic reasonably to create a good algorithm. The proposed control algorithm is currently implemented in based CAN bus control system for greenhouse environment control.
